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I wrote to the Waikato Times in about 1990.
Your article on radiaton lacked evidence of many items that show brain damage from
electromagnetic fields has adversely affected many children and adults in many countries. The first I
recall was a decade ago about a women in Florida dying from brain damage. She had ‘lived’ on her cell
phone for decades.
The USA book ‘The Great Power-Line Cover-Up’ shows many cases of electromagnetic fields
adversely affecting children at schools from transformers and adults.
At a meeting in Founders between the power authorities and objectors, I quoted from this excellent
book, but they made negative statements about the book, and made other typical ‘salesmen’ claims.
which added to my knowledge that you can’t believe a salesman, which is what they were.
We had four cordless phones, a cell phone and three computers on wi-fi. I was not feeling well,
especially mentally, so turned all off and definitely felt better, and slept much better.
The lights and switches in our bedroom were close to our heads. We got them moved to logen
lights in the ceiling.
Wireless Internet routers or Wi-Fi modems use dangerous electromagnetic radiation to send their
signals to your computer through walls. If you have a wireless Internet router set up in your home or
office (or WiMax, Blue Tooth, Air-Port Extreme, Air-Port Express, Netgear, D-Link, Belkin, Linksys
and other wireless network devices) you are receiving massive EMF exposure, and living or working in
a dangerous amount of radiation.
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